
Overview of new operational framework 
 

 ASX Clear Participant ASX Settlement Participant – Controlling Participant Registered Holder 
Authorisation A Clearing Participant should conduct 

its own due diligence, and update its 
procedures and processes as 
applicable, to ensure that any linking 
requests are supported by an 
appropriate authorisation from the 
registered holder to the Controlling 
Participant.  

A Controlling Participant must ensure that on commencement of the new rules 
framework on 1 March 2019: 

• In relation to both new and existing reservations of collateral, it is 
appropriately authorised by its registered holders to reserve Financial 
Products in a subposition in CHESS in favour of ASX Clear to secure the 
performance by the relevant Clearing Participant of its obligations to ASX 
Clear in respect of the applicable Client Account(s) (refer to new ASX 
Settlement Rule 14.7.3) (the authorisation); and 

• the authorisation is not limited to a specific Clearing Participant. The 
authorisation should allow for the transfer of client positions supported by 
the same non-cash collateral to another Clearing Participant.  

 
Existing and new reservations of non-cash collateral 

 
A Controlling Participant needs to take steps to confirm or establish that an 
appropriate authorisation is in place. This may include, for example: 
• considering the documents it currently relies upon to ensure that the 

authorisation from a registered holder is sufficiently broad and not limited 
to a specific Clearing Participant. If the authorisation granted is limited 
those provisions should be updated;  

• communicating the rule changes and their effect to registered holders and 
providing registered holders with the opportunity to opt out of the new 
framework by advising them how they can: (i) request the withdrawal of 
their non-cash collateral; and (ii) terminate the authorisation given to their 
Controlling Participant to lodge Financial Products as non-cash collateral on 
one or more Client Accounts. 

 

To assist Controlling Participants to obtain appropriate authorisation from 
registered holders, ASX has provided an amended version of the pro-forma 
Participant Sponsorship Agreement (in Appendix 3 of the ASX Settlement 
Operating Rules) to include optional terms that support the new authorisation 
process (refer here). These pro forma clauses were published as part of the 
Response to Consultation (available here) and may be adapted for use in other 
documentation. 
 

A registered holder wishing to lodge non-
cash collateral for nominated Client 
Account(s) must authorise its Controlling 
Participant to reserve Financial Products in a 
subposition in CHESS in favour of ASX Clear 
to secure the performance by the relevant 
Clearing Participant of its obligations to ASX 
Clear in respect of the applicable Client 
Account(s). This applies in relation to both 
new and existing reservations of non-cash 
collateral. 

 
 

https://www.asx.com.au/documents/about/response-to-consultation-consolidated-rhcca-amendments.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/documents/public-consultations/response-to-consultation-rhcca-form.pdf
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As advised in the Response to Consultation, a Controlling Participant may also 
wish to maintain a paper based authorisation and linking process for existing and/ 
or new non-cash collateral lodgements. Should it wish to do so it will need to 
ensure that, at a minimum, the form it develops:  

• is Clearing Participant agnostic. This means that the form must not be 
limited exclusively to the client’s current Clearing Participant but should 
allow for the transfer of the client’s positions to another Clearing Participant 
supported by the same Collateral; 

• provides that the Registered Holder: 

o authorises its Controlling Participant to reserve the Collateral in the ASX 
Clear subposition so that the Financial Products come under the control 
of ASX Clear and are subject to the security interest granted in favour of 
ASX Clear to secure the performance by the relevant Clearing Participant 
of its obligations to ASX Clear under the ASX Clear Operating Rules;  

o authorises any subsequent dealing (including, without limitation, any 
transfer) of the reserved Financial Products in accordance with the ASX 
Settlement Operating Rules and ASX Clear Operating Rules; and 

o acknowledges that the Financial Products will remain subject to that 
security interest for so long as those Financial Products remain reserved 
in the ASX Clear Subposition; and 

o reflects the new arrangements to enable third parties to take a security 
interest where the parties to that security interest agree between 
themselves in writing that ASX Clear’s security interest in respect of the 
collateral has priority or ASX has otherwise agreed. 

 
Evidence A Clearing Participant will need to 

retain the original RHCCA forms used 
for collateral lodgements prior to 1 
March 2019 but only to demonstrate 
historical compliance with the rules 
prior to 1 March 2019.1 

A Controlling Participant will need to ensure that it retains evidence, and can 
provide it to ASX on request, to demonstrate that in relation to both new and 
existing reservations of non-cash collateral, the registered holder has authorised 
it to reserve Financial Products in a subposition in CHESS in favour of ASX Clear to 
secure the performance by the relevant Clearing Participant of its obligations to 
ASX Clear in respect of the applicable Client Account(s). The evidence may 
include, but not be limited to, Sponsorship Agreements and any supplementary 
client documents issued to, or received from, clients to establish authorisation. 
 

 

                                                
1 The RHCCA form will be replaced for existing lodgements by the new authorisation framework that requires that the Controlling Participant be appropriately authorised by its registered holders to reserve Financial 
Products in a subposition in CHESS in favour of ASX Clear to secure the performance by the relevant Clearing Participant of its obligations to ASX Clear in respect of the applicable Client Account(s). This authorisation 
must be Clearing Participant agnostic.  
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Lodgement 1. The Clearing Participant should 
update its procedures and 
processes to include a 
requirement to provide ASX Clear 
with a ‘Request to link HINs to ETO 
Client Accounts form’ in a format 
prescribed by ASX that identifies a 
Registered Holder’s HIN and the 
option Client Account number(s) 
that are to be linked to that HIN.  

2. The Clearing Participant should 
update its procedure and 
processes relating to the transfer 
of options accounts from one 
broker to another. 

3. The Clearing Participant should 
update its procedure and 
processes for conducting due 
diligence on client authorisations 
for non-cash collateral lodgements 
to confirm authorisation has been 
provided to the Sponsoring 
Participant prior to the lodgement 
request. 

Before initiating an MT 027 message in CHESS to lodge non-cash collateral against 
nominated Client Account(s) the Controlling Participant must confirm that: 
• the registered holder has authorised it to reserve Financial Products in a 

subposition in favour of ASX Clear to secure the performance by the 
relevant Clearing Participant of its obligations to ASX Clear in respect of the 
applicable Client Account(s); ;  

• the authorisation is Clearing Participant agnostic; and 

• it has retained evidence of the above. 

 
Following this the Controlling Participant can initiate an MT 027 message in 
CHESS to lodge non-cash collateral including Clearing Participant details. 

A registered holder requests its Controlling 
Participant to lodge non-cash collateral 
against nominated Client Account(s).  
 
It must provide its Controlling Participant 
authorisation to reserve Financial Products in 
a subposition in CHESS in favour of ASX Clear 
to secure the performance by the relevant 
Clearing Participant of its obligations to ASX 
Clear in respect of the applicable Client 
Account(s). 

Withdrawal If the Clearing Participant is also the 
Controlling Participant it will receive a 
notification of the withdrawal request. 
If the Clearing Participant is different 
from the Controlling Participant the 
Clearing Participant is required to 
authorise the withdrawal. 

The Controlling Participant initiates a MT 029 message in CHESS to withdraw 
collateral including Clearing Participant details. 
 
Where ASX deems it appropriate it will authorise the release of securities from 
the subposition in CHESS. 
 
 

A registered holder requests its Controlling 
Participant to withdraw non-cash collateral 
from nominated Client Account(s). 

Notification Once non-cash collateral has been 
lodged the Clearing Participant will 
receive a MT-108 Message from 
CHESS to confirm the lodgement. This 
will include details of the Controlling 
Participant.  

 ASX will issue the notifications outlined 
below: 

1. “Linking Notification”  
Upon the initial linking of a HIN and Client 
Account, change of clearing participant or 
removal of linking, ASX Settlement will 
notify the registered holder of: 

• the Client Account(s) that their HIN has 
been linked to or removed from, 
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including the name of the Client 
Account(s); 

• the name of the Clearing Participant for 
the linked Client Account(s);  

• the name of the registered holder’s 
Controlling Participant; and 

• information explaining the effect of 
creating or removing this link between 
the Clearing Participant, HIN and Client 
Account(s). 

 
2. Lodgement Notice 

ASX Settlement will notify the registered 
holder of any collateral lodgement made 
from the HIN on a linked Client Account. 
 

3. Withdrawal Notice 
ASX Settlement will notify the registered 
holder of any non-cash collateral 
withdrawal made from the HIN on a 
linked Client Account. 

 

 


